Locked Blocks


(12 plastic pieces, each 1.5 by 3/8 by 3/8 inches)

Easy Instructions for Assembling "PUZZLE BLOCK"

Try to assemble puzzle without the aid of instructions. It presents a challenge and is great relaxation.

All the pieces are lettered as shown in drawings. Solution of puzzle is made easy if instructions are read and followed carefully.

1. Take piece marked "X" and hold in position shown in drawing.

2. Now take piece marked "M" and place round section against "X" as shown. Then place piece "O" against "X" in a like manner. Then another two pieces pushed in the direction of the arrows. Note the proper marked "X" should be held in position as shown and position of "X" before attempting to place in position. Lock pieces in place by giving "M" and "O" a quarter turn in the direction of arrows.

3. Check to see that assembly looks like this view before going on.

4. Take the other two pieces marked "O" and "M" and place as shown. Place piece "X" into position so that the notches meet. To lock pieces in position, give pieces "O" and "M" a quarter turn in the direction of arrows.

5. Now take a "Y" piece and move into position from the rear following direction of arrows. The other "Y" piece should be placed into position from the front as shown. The next step is to slide "T" into position following the direction of arrows. The last remaining part, also "T" should be placed into position from the left hand side. Turn one piece "Y" a quarter turn in the direction of arrows, then turn the other piece "Y" in the opposite direction to interlock and complete puzzle.

Key to Taking Puzzle Apart

Find the two pieces marked "Y" and give each piece a quarter turn toward the center of the puzzle. This will lock the two "Y" pieces which cannot be removed. The "O" and "M" pieces are likewise turned further to interlock and complete puzzle.
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